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Best Party Games for After the Kids Go to Bed
Start grown-up game night with these favorites

Whether you’re getting your closest friends together or having a competitive date night with your
partner, these games are sure to challenge your mind, test your luck and entertain everyone during
the child-free late evening hours.

Party for two

ApartmentTherapy.com writer
Taryn Williford recommends Z-Man
Games’ “Carcassonne” as a stellar
choice for an intimate game night
with your partner. In this tile-laying
game, you and your partner
strategically place your own roads,
fields and cities on the game board
while attempting to prevent one
another from achieving growth by
stealing away followers. The game
is ultimately won by the player with
the best strategy and most
followers, but nobody loses if you
add this exciting board game to
your collection.

If you and your partner would rather
pool your strengths to conquer a
game instead of competing against one another, Williford suggests Z-Man Games’ “Pandemic.”
Together, you and your partner will work to curtail the outbreak of potentially world-ending diseases.
With multiple available expansions and stand-alone spin-offs — including the popular “Pandemic:
Reign of Cthulhu” — no two games will ever play alike, making it ideal for multiple evenings in.

Group game night

If you prefer to entertain those near and dear to you on game night — or to humiliate them with a
good-natured, yet soul-crushing, defeat — you can get together with a larger group and indulge in a
rousing game of Imholding Games’ “Draw WHAT?!” Teams of two or more will race to be the first to
the end of the game board by drawing or acting out words and phrases on corresponding cards. Be
warned, however, that the words and phrases in “Draw WHAT?!” are not for those who blush easily. 

If you fancy yourself a cat person, or if you are inordinately interested in “explosions and laser beams
and sometimes goats,” you’ll no doubt relish a game of “Exploding Kittens.” At one time the No. 1
most-backed game ever on Kickstarter, this card game deftly mixes strategic gameplay and quirky
concepts for what is sure to become a staple of many get-togethers to come.

For your friends who cannot part with their phones even for a millisecond, Uncommongoods’ “Game of
Phones” is genius. According to ApartmentTherapy.com writers Guerrin Gardner and Mat Sanders:
“The premise is simple: everyone grabs their smartphones. One player picks a card and gets to judge
that round. The rest of the players have 60 seconds to respond to the card’s prompt with the
funniest/weirdest thing they can come up with on their phones.”

Another app-based game recommended by Garnder and Sanders that is sure to please a diverse
crowd is “Heads Up!” You may have seen this game (available on Google Play and the App Store) on



“The Ellen DeGeneres Show.” Like the classic “Who Am I?” drinking game, “Heads Up!” requires a
player to hold a smartphone against their forehead or above their head while other players give them
clues about the word, name or phrase displayed on the screen.

When the kids are off to bed, you can unleash your inner child with your closest friends and family by
playing these and other games. Whether you prefer the challenge of competitive strategy or fun
word-association, options abound. Just make sure you keep the noise down somewhat while the little
ones are sleeping.
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Welcome to BMW Certified Pre-Owned
Legendary performance for less than you think.

From 0.9% APR for 24 months at $42.06 per month per $1,000 financed plus a two-payment $500
credit applies to all 2014 & 2015 BMW Certified Pre-Owned 4 Series and 5 Series models. BMW
Financial Services will reimburse up to $500 per monthly payment due, up to two payments and
customer will be billed for payment in excess of $500 per month. If monthly payment is less than
$500, only the monthly payment amount will be credited. Credit available when financed through
BMW Financial Services. Offer valid through 4/30/18. Offer available from participating BMW Dealers
to eligible, qualified customers with excellent credit history who meet BMW Financial Services credit
requirements. Not all customers will qualify for the lowest rate. Other rates available. All offers subject
to vehicle availability.
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New 2018 BMW M5 Leaves the Competition in the
Dust 
The high-performance luxury sedan is stronger than ever with the
all-new M5

Some believe that the sedan has become passé; a dinosaur destined for extinction and soon to be
forgotten in a land of crossovers. Those individuals are clearly unfamiliar with the 2018 BMW M5, a
unique take on the legendary executive sedan that is part high-performance thrills, part high-quality
execution and comprehensively exhilarating. Quite contrary to the misconception of the sedan being
left to the dust of history, the new BMW M5 instead leaves its competition — and the perception of
those with limited imaginations — in the dust.

The ultimate in performance

The BMW M brand is the yardstick
by which similar performance
vehicles are measured, and in the
BMW M5 it has an offering that
lives up to that impressive legacy
while carving out a legend all its
own. The 2018 BMW M5 is
powered by an improved version of
the already-impressive 4.4-liter M
TwinPower Turbo V8 engine,
optimized for performance and
efficiency with improved lubrication,
cooling systems and new twin-scroll
turbochargers. The result is a
formidable output of 600
horsepower and 553 lb-ft of torque,
which enables a 3.2-second 0-60
mph sprint.

This awe-inspiring power is harnessed through the new M xDrive all-wheel drive system, which
premieres on the 2018 BMW M5 to great effect. As ideal for handling in inclement weather and
unfavorable road conditions as it is on the track, M xDrive offers a natural rear-wheel bias and the
ability to select from three distinct driving modes: 4WD, 4WD Sport and 2WD. Adding further to the
BMW M5’s sense of balance and control are an all-new chassis, Adaptive M Suspension, Active M
Differential, M Driving Dynamics Control and Dynamic Stability Control (DSC) with M Dynamic Mode.

The latest in luxury excellence

For all its performance prowess, the BMW M5 retains its luxury sophistication with an exterior
presentation that balances aggressive styling with premium character. The M5 draws on the dynamic
and sumptuous styling of the 5 Series, from its sleek profile to its commanding stance, and builds onto
it with an M-specific front apron with bold air inlets and M rear spoiler that are as fashionable as they
are functional.

Serving both form and function are the BMW M5’s front side panels, hood and roof, all crafted to
reduce weight and lend to the M5’s exceptional looks. The side panels and hood are derived from
high-strength aluminum and, for the first time ever, the roof is made from high-strength carbon
fiber-reinforced plastic (CFRP). Also blending performance and aesthetic needs are a
weight-optimized quad exhaust and M rear apron with diffuser, which bolster the BMW M5’s



weight-optimized quad exhaust and M rear apron with diffuser, which bolster the BMW M5’s
capabilities and its highly-capable look all at once.

The high-performance executive sedan doesn’t just live on; with the 2018 BMW M5, it thrives,
promising many years of dominance to come in the hearts and minds of discerning drivers.
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2018 BMW X2: Putting a New Twist on the BMW
Aesthetic
BMW continues to break new stylistic ground with latest Sports
Activity Coupe®

BMW has a reputation for setting precedents and bearing standards in the automotive industry, which
is why it is all the more worth taking note when the maker of The Ultimate Driving Machine® promises
a new first. The first-ever X2 is certainly noteworthy, not just because it puts new twists on BMW’s
tried-and-true Sports Activity Coupe® formula, but because it establishes a new benchmark for
aesthetic finesse in the luxury segment.

Turning things upside down

Perhaps the most distinctive aspect
of the 2018 BMW X2 is its face,
which delivers a unique
presentation of the classic kidney
grille. The BMW X2’s kidney grilles
are inverted, widening at the base
of the hexagonal design for a
profile that is more evocative of the
X2’s wide, muscular stance. This
marks the first time that this design
has been demonstrated on a BMW,
and it is executed to perfection with
the contrast of vertical black
high-gloss bars framed in chrome.

The 2018 BMW X2 also adds a
unique wrinkle with the first
modern-day application of the
BMW roundel on the C-pillars. The
familiar emblem naturally draws the eye thanks to the signature Hofmeister kink. For the X2, the
Hofmeister kink has been elongated so as not to cross the door line, adding to the vehicle’s
aerodynamic look when viewed from the side.

A comprehensively stunning look

Complementing the shape of the inverted kidney grilles are new hexagonal elements in the BMW X2’s
LED headlights, as well as LED daytime driving lights and fog lights. This not only ensures that you
will be easily seen in the X2, but that you will more clearly be able to see where the road ahead is
taking you. Full LED lights in the rear pull together the shapes of the BMW X lineup and BMW coupes
for a sharp, powerful visual. These lights draw attention to dual exhaust tips and a distinct rear
bumper that emphasizes performance and elegance.

Topping off the BMW X2 is a coupe-like roofline that suggests motion even at a standstill. Standard
18-inch Y-spoke wheels cement the X2’s aggressive, low-to-the-ground stance. This is only further
enhanced with available 20-inch 717 M Double Spoke wheels with Performance tires offered as part
of the M Sport X package.  

Though it marks new advances for BMW design methodology, the first-ever 2018 BMW X2 is instantly
recognizable as being of one of the most prestigious lineages in luxury automotive. Simultaneously
honoring the past and looking forward to the future, the BMW X2 is the perfect Sports Activity Coupe®



for the present.
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Exercises to Strengthen Your Brain
Ways to exercise your brain for better health

To maintain a nimble, healthy physique, you have to exercise. Whether you have a regular cardio
routine, like to take long walks, run regularly or lift weights at the gym, you know your muscles will get
stronger by doing physical exercise. But how do you strengthen the most important muscle in your
body: your brain?

Get physical

Exercising regularly will improve
not only your physical health,
strength and endurance, it will also
strengthen your mind.

“Research shows that physical
exercise enhances cognitive
function,” explains Eva Selhub,
M.D., on MindBodyGreen.com.
“One reason might be because
it increases levels of brain-derived
neurotrophic factor (BDNF), a
protein that improves learning,
memory and higher thinking by
stimulating growth of new neurons
and helping existing neurons stay
alive.”

Selhub notes that brain-beneficial
activities include yoga, tai chi, aerobic exercise and walking outside on balance-challenging terrain.

Think for yourself

Smartphones, computers and other devices can deliver answers in mere seconds. This means that a
lot of the work your brain used to do, like math calculations, has disappeared, according to
HuffingtonPost.com contributor Shawn Clark. In order to exercise your brain, he recommends taking
advantage of your old-school skills more in everyday tasks.

Alter your habits

You’ve probably got your morning routine down so well that you can go through the motions without
even thinking. This may be good for getting out the door on time, but it’s not good for your brain.
According to “Keep Your Brain Alive” authors Lawrence C. Katz, Ph.D., and Manning Rubin on
ReadersDigest.com, brain activity dwindles when routines become automatic.

In order to reawaken your brain, they suggest mixing up your morning habits: “Get dressed after
breakfast, walk the dog on a new route or change your TV or news station.”

Target train your brain

Cognitive training exercises such as juggling or playing board games or chess will keep your brain
nimble, according to Selhub.

“You can even do something simple like learn a new direction to drive to work, type or scroll with the
opposite hand, or combine your senses by eating while listening to music with your eyes closed,” she
writes.



Expand your horizon

To keep your brain firing on all cylinders, learn something new.

“Learn a craft, a new language or take up a new hobby,” Clark writes. “Learning to do new things will
keep your mind active and stimulate areas of your mental functioning that may have been neglected.
And keep in mind that variation is key.”

Put yourself out there

Connecting with others, making new friends and belonging to a community is good for your spirit and
can also help strengthen your brain, explain Katz and Rubin. Not being social can harm your “overall
cognitive abilities.”

Pick the right fuel

Certain foods — namely sugar — have extremely negative effects on the body and the brain. To
protect your brain’s health, Selhub strongly recommends avoiding the sweet stuff.

Katz and Rubin suggest incorporating foods that you don’t normally consume into your diet as a way
to wake up your senses.

 “There’s a direct link to the emotional center of your brain, so new odors may evoke unexpected
feelings and associations,” they explain.

By incorporating these exercises and activities into your life, you’ll help keep your cognitive abilities
sharp and your memory strong.
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Now on DriveLiveTV: The 2019 BMW X2
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Lease a 2018 BMW X2 xDrive28i for $399*/month for
36 months with $4,324 due at signing.
Dare to be different.

 

Well equipped with features such as Metallic Paint and Panoramic moonroof, and includes
Destination charges. 

$399*/month for 36 months

Leasing details

$399 first month's payment
$3,000 down payment
$0 security deposit



$0 security deposit
$925 acquisition fee

$4,324 Due at Signing

 

$399 PER MONTH FOR 36 MONTHS
$4,324 DUE AT SIGNING
SUGGESTED DEALER CONTRIBUTION OF $1,165

Offer not valid in Puerto Rico. Lease financing available on new 2018 BMW X2 xDrive28i models from
participating BMW Centers through BMW Financial Services through April 30, 2018, to eligible,
qualified customers with excellent credit history who meet BMW Financial Services' credit
requirements. Monthly lease payments of $399 per month for 36 months is based on an adjusted
capitalized cost of $35,380 (MSRP of $41,295, including destination and handling fee of $995, less
$3,000 customer down, $0 security deposit and suggested dealer contribution of $1,165 and $750
Lease Credit, $1,000 Loyalty/ Conquest Certificate). Actual MSRP may vary. Dealer contribution may
vary and could affect your actual lease payment. Cash due at signing includes $3,000 down payment,
$399 first month's payment, $925 acquisition fee and $0 security deposit. Lessee responsible for
insurance during the lease term, excess wear and tear as defined in the lease contract, $0.25/mile
over 30,000 miles and a disposition fee of $350 at lease end. Not all customers will qualify for security
deposit waiver. Tax, title, license and registration fees are additional fees due at signing. Advertised
payment does not include applicable taxes. Purchase option at lease end, excluding tax, title and
government fees, is $24,364. Offer valid through April 30, 2018 and may be combined with other
offers unless otherwise stated. Models pictured may be shown with metallic paint and/or additional
accessories. Visit your authorized BMW Center for important details. ©2018 BMW of North America,
LLC. The BMW name, model names and logo are registered trademarks. 
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The BMW Spring Service Event
Limited-time service offers, only at your participating BMW Center

From March 15 to April 30, 2018,
visit your BMW Center and receive
a Spring Service Checkup for just
$99.99. This thorough service
package includes cabin air filter
replacement,1 A/C odor remover,
fluids top off, brake inspection, tire
tread depth check, coolant system
check and a multi-point inspection.

When you have a Spring Service
Checkup performed on your BMW,
you will receive an instant $25
credit toward the same-day
purchase of in-stock Original BMW
Chemical products. 2 This includes
BMW Windshield Washer Fluid,
BMW Wheel Cleaner Gel, BMW
Interior Cleaner and BMW
Polishing Cloths.

Get your BMW back to peak form this spring. Visit bmwusaservice.com/springservice to learn more
and locate a participating Center. This deal won’t last long, so act fast.

Disclaimers
1Cabin air filter replacement not available on X5, X6 or 2016–2018 7 Series models.
2Must complete Spring Service Checkup in order to receive $25 instant credit. Valid on in-stock
merchandise only at the time of service. May not be redeemed on online purchases, special orders,
sales, service, vehicle payment or any non-BMW items. Credit is not valid after date of service visit.
No cash value.

All work is carried out by BMW Trained Technicians using Original BMW Parts, which come with a
two-year unlimited mileage limited warranty. Warranty repairs do not constitute an extension of the
original limited warranty period for the vehicle or a part thereof.
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See Middle Earth in Wellington, New Zealand
Visit the land that inspires many epic fantasies

If you have watched a recent movie and marveled at the natural beauty onscreen, chances are that
you were looking at a shot of New Zealand. From “The Hobbit” and “The Lord of the Rings” films to
“Avatar,” “Chronicles of Narnia” and “Pete’s Dragon,” filmmakers around the world come to New
Zealand when CGI landscapes just won’t cut it. This island nation’s capital city is Wellington, and it’s
the perfect place to start your journey through this beautiful country.

What to do

If you are a “The Lord of the Rings”
enthusiast, you have quite a
journey to the official Hobbiton
Movie Set in Matamata, about six
hours away from Wellington by car.
That’s a long way to drive for
casual viewers, but if you are a
die-hard fan, the trip is well worth it
to see the hobbit holes in the
hillsides and get a drink at the
Green Dragon Inn. To learn more
about how the movies were
actually made, the city of
Wellington is home to the Weta
Workshop. This facility conducts
tours to show off the props and
effects that make a whole gamut of
epic fantasy films possible. 

You don’t have to be a Tolkien fan to visit New Zealand, though, as this land was built for real life
adventures as well. To get a taste of what lies beyond the city, Zealandia  Wellington is ready to
welcome you. This urban ecosanctuary that covers more than 225 hectares near the capital city’s
metropolitan heart. Its long-term goal is to restore the forest and ecosystem to its pre-human state in
the next 500 years, but for now you can see about 18 species of wildlife the group has reintroduced to
their original habitats.

While the world talks a lot about the New Zealand of today, don’t forget about the culture of its
indigenous citizens when you visit. The Māori people were the first to live in this nation and Wellington
does its part to honor this Polynesian culture. The Museum of New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa
shares New Zealand’s history with a special focus on the Māori people and the colonial force that
changed the nation. The Times UK named The Wellington Museum as one of the top 50 museums in
the world and it is another good way to learn more about this country and its vibrant people.

Where to eat

You might think that because New Zealand is a country of islands, all of its local cuisine is based on
fish. While many menus offer a fair amount of fish, New Zealand also farms a significant population of
sheep, cattle and deer. If you want the best dining that Wellington has to offer and a true taste of New
Zealand at the same time, visit Logan Brown on Cuba Street. Reviewers on TripAdvisor have high
praise for the chef’s tasting menu as well as the available venison and oysters.

For a slightly more casual New Zealand dining experience, head over to The Larder on the corner of
Darlington and Camperdown. The proprietors here mix ingredients from the islands with techniques



from around the world for a unique menu. If you’re really adventurous, this is reportedly a good place
to try a taste of lamb brains.

Where to stay

If you’re internet savvy, you might consider booking an Airbnb rental for your stay. However, if you
want the amenities of home without the uncertainty of an app, check out At Home Wellington City.
This hotel has several room sizes to accommodate your party, and all units have a kitchenette if you
prefer to make your own meals.

On the other hand, if you’re all about sitting in the lap of luxury while on vacation, book a room at the
InterContinental Wellington. This hotel has amenities and connections with local tour companies to
make exploring the city an absolute breeze.

Whether you visit New Zealand for its movie or island history, Wellington is a great place to start your
journey.
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BMW Concept X7 iPerformance: The Future of the
Sport Activity Vehicle®
BMW’s stylish plug-in hybrid design study teases the upcoming
BMW X7

BMW has a sterling reputation for innovating, from the exceedingly bold BMW X lineup to the
exhilarating take on efficiency that is BMW i. That standing only continues to grow with the
introduction of the BMW Concept X7 iPerformance, a bold plug-in hybrid concept study that debuted
this past fall at IAA Cars 2017 in Frankfurt and teases the forthcoming BMW X7.

More than perhaps any other BMW
design study before it, the BMW
Concept X7 iPerformance
synthesizes current design
language with a sense of tangible
distant futurism. On the outside,
the BMW Concept X7
iPerformance reimagines the
stance and style of the BMW X
family with bolder lines and
dynamic, flowing accents, uniting it
all beneath a breathtaking
panoramic glass roof that runs
nearly the length of the vehicle.

Inside, the BMW Concept X7
iPerformance creates an
unparalleled sense of atmosphere
with dynamic ambient and contour
lighting. This is further enhanced
by Smoke White leather seating
surfaces, matte and polished aluminum elements and an all-around emphasis on luxury, modernity,
spaciousness and craftsmanship that informs a “reduced to the essentials” aesthetic.

Ian Robertson, former member of the BMW AG Management Board responsible for Sales and Brand
BMW notes that the BMW Concept X7 iPerformance “demonstrates [that] it’s perfectly possible to
combine a large sports activity vehicle with an electrified drivetrain.” Indeed, the Concept X7 is
powered by a BMW TwinPower turbo engine mated to BMW eDrive technology, which enables it to
operate on zero emissions for urban driving situations.

The all-new BMW X7 is set to make its world premiere this year, and if it bears the style and finesse of
the Concept X7 iPerformance, it will be a groundbreaking vehicle that will take its segment — and the
luxury auto industry itself — by storm. 
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Update Your Wardrobe for 2018
Experimental fashion is in for the new year

A new year deserves a new look. Revamp your attire by incorporating these trendy items into your
wardrobe.

Slips and sheers

According to Caroline Grosso,
contributor to W Magazine, slip
dresses are back for 2018. Sheer
fabric on skirts and coats is also
predicted to be all the rage this
year, says Elma Steyl on her
personal style brand blog.

Unique dresses

In the early months of the year,
you’re tired of wearing the
statement dresses you wore over
the holiday season. Lauren Black,
contributor to TheZoeyReport.com,
recommends investing in a
one-of-a-kind dress that flatters
your body and skin tone. Whether it
features a dramatic, cheery pattern
or a fusion of different textures to add visual appeal, an original dress is a surefire way to recharge
your wardrobe.

Trench coats

Both traditional and refreshed styles for trench coats are the peak of fashion for 2018, says Grosso. W
Magazine depicts khaki colored, double-breasted trench coats with belts that cut a sleek profile, as
well as a more adventurous multi-layered trench coat with the appearance of a cape.

Go with purple

The Pantone Color of the Year is Ultra Violet, a shade of purple, so you’ll definitely want to
incorporate this hue into your wardrobe this year. Whichever shade you pick, make sure it
complements your skin tone. For example, if you’re pale, go with a light lilac shade; if you’re tan, go
with a more intense royal purple.

Colorful pumps

Retire your black and neutral heels and experiment with more vibrant shades, such as suede pink.
Grosso suggests pairing these shoes with your more traditionally-hued work wardrobe or a casual
t-shirt and jeans. 

Multiple bags

Pile on the purses this year, as well as your favorite tote bag. The bountiful handbag look is in for
2018, confirms Elma Steyl. Besides being in style, you’ll also have more room to store all of the
personal items you want to bring with you when you’re away from home.

Timeless classics



According to Hannah Lyons Powell, contributor to Glamour U.K., you can’t go wrong with skinny jeans
paired with a striped shirt, a leather jacket and pumps. You should also invest in a sharp blazer for a
professional, powerful look. Lauren Black with TheZoeyReport.com recommends a black velvet blazer.

Sequins

Items with sequins and sparkles are also “in” this year. Whether it’s a slim-fitting pink dress with
complementary colored sequin sleeves, as depicted on Elma Steyl’s website, or a shirt or pair of pants
that includes this shimmery material, you’ll want to incorporate this trend into your 2018 wardrobe.

Socks and sandals

Pair your socks with your sandals this year to help rejuvenate your footwear. Patterned, frilly or
sparkly socks paired with Mary Jane pumps look amazing, says Glamour UK.

From bold prints and sheer fabrics to layered bags and vibrant pumps, you’re bound to channel fresh
energy when you dress yourself in 2018. Simply seek out these fashionable items to expand your
clothing repertoire.
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BMW Donates $100K, Four-Year Scholarship After
Jason Day’s Hole-in-One
2017 BMW Championship raises a total of $2.6 million for Evans
Scholars Foundation

While the pressure of the PGA TOUR FedExCup Playoffs set in, few players rise to the occasion
when the stakes are raised.  After an opening round of 7-under to take the early lead at the 2017
BMW Championship, Jason Day aced a 188-yard shot on No. 17 during the second round at Conway
Farms Golf Club in Lake Forest, Illinois, with a 7-iron.

The result of the 2015 BMW
Championship winner’s
accomplishment was more than
just bragging rights, however.
Day’s shot secured the donation of
a full, four-year BMW Hole-In-One
Scholarship totaling $100,000 to
the Evans Scholars Foundation.
This marked the fifth time that a
BMW Hole-In-One Scholarship has
been delivered — the last came in
2015 when Jordan Spieth’s
hole-in-one resulted in the donation
of a scholarship to BMW
Hole-In-One Scholar Hayden
Bauschka.

Day made his impressive shot on
one of the two holes at the BMW
Championship that awards a new
BMW to the first player to make a
hole-in-one.  For his achievement, Day captured the all-new BMW M760i xDrive. In a moving act of
generosity, the golfer opted to donate the vehicle to the Evans Scholar Foundation. 

“On the [PGA] TOUR, we aim to give back. For BMW to give back as well and put a student through
college is huge,” said Day after his shot. “I’m going to donate the car to help an additional student,
because I am in a fortunate position, and being able to not only impact another person’s life but to
also get them through college is huge as well.”

Additionally, in honor of caddie Jim “Bones” Mackay’s induction into The Caddie Hall of Fame during
the Gardner Heidrick Pro-Am Awards dinner, BMW donated an extra $50,000 to the Evans Scholar
Foundation on his behalf. In total, the 2017 BMW Championship raised $2.6 million for the Evans
Scholars Foundation, bringing the event’s running donation total to $27 million.

The 2018 BMW Championship is scheduled to emanate from Aronimink Golf Club in Newtown
Square, Pennsylvania, from Sept. 4-9.
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